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  GOLDEN BONES 
“Required reading.”   New York Post  

“What a life, what a story.” President George Bush (41) 
“Uplifting saga; moving & frequently educational.” Kirkus Reviews 

“American dream…Fascinating, inspirational.”  San Antonio Express-News 
 “Should be read by everyone, and be in every classroom!”  Brad Davis, WDRC 

“Spine-tingling, cliff hanger of a tale…powerful narrative.”   The Philadelphia Bulletin 
“Gripping first hand account of pain, perseverance, & survival; always compelling.” Publishers Weekly 

 
 

 

 

A breath of fresh air. M.(TX) 

Like watching a movie.  H. (DC) 

Certainly one of my heroes.  K. (TN) 

Golden Bones has touched so many.  M. (NY) 

Very moving & a good eye-opener.  S. (Spain) 

Perfect…Gripping & a great read.  J. (Thailand) 

Loving it! Wow, what an incredible story.  P. (VA) 

I was blown away. It’s a very inspiring story.  D. (NY)  

It's a ripping good yarn; may it sell millions of copies!  J. (MD) 

Was overwhelmed...Much admiration for a wonderful outlook.  N. (TX) 

Story, lessons/advice & motivational message tied-in together beautifully.  R.(IL) 

A dark & ugly nightmare turned into a wonderful dream: The American Dream!  R. (TX) 

One of great courage, strength, and hope…Truly exemplary for generations to come.  M.  CA) 

Absolute delight to read…Beautifully written & an amazing testament to courage & tenacity.  S. (CA) 

Fabulous…Courage & leadership should be an inspiration to everyone…A lesson in guts & valor.  J. (CA) 

I can’t put into words the emotional impact of the book…Have recommended it to many.  S. (NY) 

Harrowing escape; alternating fear, tears, & hyperventilation; more than compelling.  J. (VA) 

Incredible odyssey from genocide in Cambodia to US ambassadorship.  N. (France) 

A very intriguing story…an inspiration filled with life lessons.  N. (DC) 

It’s terrific…Enormously readable and fast moving.  T.  (DC) 

Superb, impeccable, flawless; amazing story.  K.  (MD) 

Captivating, highly accessible, well written.  S. (CA) 

Spectacular, brilliant; a love story throughout with  
humility & dedication to family, country, &  
the highest values.  A treasure!  J. (MA)  


